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States. There are fears that some radioactive sources
could be used by terrorists as radiological dispersal
devices (RDD's), or so called "dirty bombs." The
radioactive material dispersed, depending on the
amount and intensity, could cause radiation sickness
for a limited number of people nearby if, for example,
they inhaled large amounts of radioactive dust. But the
most severe tangible impacts would likely be the
economic costs and social disruption associated with
the evacuation and subsequent clean-up of
contaminated property. It has been shown that usage
of realistic data in a first response decision making as
to avoid inappropriate public reaction accompanied by
economic and social consequences is necessary.

Dejan Trifunović graduated on Faculty of Science, University
of Zagreb. He is B.Sc. Physics, Nonlinear Science Faculty of
Science, University of Zagreb, and also he is Ph.D.
candidate.
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Drug-resistant pathogens are a growing menace to all
people, regardless of age, or socioeconomic
background. They endanger people industrial societies
like the United States, as well as in less developed
nations and are even causing problems in military field
hospitals.
From Streptococcus pneumoniae to Staphylococcus,
C. difficile, and multidrug-resistant 76, the list is
growing. The threat of engineered microorganisms

further complicates the interaction between man and
Mother Nature.
Additionally, although antibiotics were specifically
designed for treating human health emergencies, their
use for raising livestock animals has expanded. In the
US, large amounts of antibiotics are routinely mixed
into feed in order to promote growth rather than
combat disease and as prophylactic treatment to offset
unnatural diets and unhealthy living conditions. U.S.-
raised animals in the 1950s received 2 million pounds
per year of antibiotics in their feed compared to 50
million pounds today—a 2,500-percent increase.
A large percentage of these drugs pass into the
environment. In fact, prior to 1995, when
fluoroquinolones were first approved to treat poultry,
very few fluoroquinolone-resistant Campylobacter
were found in people with foodborne diseases in the
United States. After the approval, however, many
more fluoroquinolone-resistant bacteria were found in
humans and in poultry from slaughter plants and retail
stores. The threat to our food supply becomes a threat
to security.
What can be done? One approach is to treat bacterial
diseases by the use of bacteriophages. Phages are
very small viruses that destroy by lysing select
bacteria. The idea of using phage as a therapy for
infectious bacterial diseases was first proposed by
d'Herelle around World War I and over 80 years
bacteriophage has been a key tool of healthcare
professionals within Eastern Europe.
More recently professionals in the USA and Western
Europe have isolated and developed specific lytic
components which have further broadened the
potential of phage derived technologies. These include
applications for treatments, preventatives and
decontaminants as well as diagnostics.. The use of
these enzymes has been further expanded to include
replacement of antibiotics in animal food/feed as well
as in aquaculture as an aid in improving animal health
and food productivity.
The current state of the phage related technologies
will be discussed with specific application examples
provided.
These will include therapies as well as detection
applications for anthrax and other bacteria. Also, a
novel decontamination method for military and hospital
use developed under various USG programs will be
presented. Next step projects and technologies will be
mentioned with a goal of enhancing collaborations and
applications between the West and other countries.

Dave has almost 40 years experience in the diagnostic field,
including chemical/ biological / nuclear officer with the U.S.
Army, positions with Pfizer, Becton Dickinson, New Horizons
Diagnostics and most recently with Battelle Memorial
Institute. He has managed programs in the Far East, former
Soviet Union, Europe, and Middle East.
He has authored and assisted in numerous publications and
patents on the subject of rapid bacteria detection and
sampling. Most recently on the use of Phage Associated
Enzyme in detection.
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During Desert Storm I he assisted in the development of
rapid collection and detection systems for BW agents, as well
as generic bacteria detection for the initial Biological
Detection System. Dave is a member of the US Department
of Homeland Security working group on rapid biological
detection.
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The demonstration exercise is to show a terrorist
attack in urban area resulting in a certain number of
injured people. On 7th April 2009 a terrorist group HAL
9000 is in Cavtat and set up an explosive devices with
chemical reagents in several spots with intention to
activate them and cause great number of victims.
On the same day, in area of the Cavtat Croatia Hotel,
which is hosting the world CBMTS Congress, Cavtat
Police Station notice several masked persons, in
escapement. Hotel personnel alerted the County 112
Center about noticed devices placed by chlorine
dioxide tanks, for water conditioning.
Intervention police came to block entrance to this area
and evacuate hotel's guests and congress members.
An explosion and fire occurs from where the position
of water-conditioning plant and chlorine dioxide tank.
The 112 Center alarms firefighters for fight fire and
decontamination action and HAZMAT Civil Support
Team from Georgia (participated the congress).
In the meantime, guests have been instructed not to
leave their rooms and to hermetically close doors and
windows with available material to keep away potential
toxic fume.
Decision makers form the County Protection and
Rescue Headquarters monitors the situation till the
end of alert for the population in the area of Cavtat.

Key words/Phrases: terrorist attack, hazard material,
evacuation, decontamination, crisis management

Mr Damir Trut is CBMTS Industry VI director.
He graduated on High airplane school as engine engineer of
electronic 1983. 2000 he graduated High school of security
and he is M. Sc. of technical sciences in the security expert
field. He also graduated on George Marshal Centre in
Germany as executive functionary.
Damir Trut is representative of the Republic of Croatia in the
Higher NATO Council for Civil Planning of Catastrophes and
representative in the EU Council of Civil Protection general
directors.
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The aim of this study was to develop efficacy of
Operation the Laboratory for NBC protection and
Biomonitoring in the case of terrorist attack with
chemical weapons. When is necessary quickly,
adeptly Operation and unambiguous confirmation
about use chemical warfare agent, the Laboratory
must be ready and qualified for reaction.
The Laboratory had to develop capability for the timely
sampling and unambiguous identification chemical
warfare agents in a battlefield or in case of the terrorist
attack.
The need for quality sample collection and analyses is
critical to verify use of chemical weapon (CW) by an
enemy or terrorists. Collection, packaging, transport
and analysis of samples must be carried out on proper
way and quickly enough for military, medical or
political purposes. Precise records must accompany
each sample but these records must not contaminate
samples anyway.
All sampling team personnel have to be equipped with
appropriate equipment and qualified in its handling.
After arriving samples at our Laboratory, we will
handle with them on standard procedures; carry out
preparation such as Headspace, Liquid/liquid
extraction, Solid phase extraction, Liquid/solid
extraction, concentration and derivatization. After that
we will analyze samples by gas-chromatography
mass-spectrometry (GC/MS) method.

Key Words/ Phrases: Biomonitoring, Chemical
Warfare Agents, Sample Collection, gas-
chromatography mass-spectrometry (GC/MS) method

Dragutin Tušek is B.Sc. of Chemistry, advisor for Chemical
Protection, and works in the Institute of Researches and
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